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Nike Kobe 8 "What the Kobe" exposure 2013-12-08 23:45:33
compared to James and Durant's "What the" series, "What the Kobe" seems long overdue. Left foot still use asymmetric color
design, the right foot with red and yellow-based, left in blue red and white dominated and absorbed before a commercial version of
the wonderful details. It is reported that this shoe will match the Lakers during the China sale, please pay attention to the follow-up
reports SIZE shoes reported. 
Nike HTM Flyknit Chukka before the upcoming sale on 2013-12-08 22:58:10 for everyone exposed to this new Nike HTM Flyknit
Chukka, Nike last year Flyknit described Sneaker sweeping circles, the loaded into a on the Chukka shoes, I do not know what kind
of effect it will receive? However, the sale of two Flyknit Chukka mounted on the HTM aura, I believe we will attract a lot of friends. It is
reported that these two different color of Nike HTM Flyknit Chukka in February 2 in the 1948 limited edition fashion store in London.
Jordan Brand "IP S & ampS" series of shoes debut 2014-02-24 21:06:45
Jordan Brand recently brought us a new "IP S & ampS" series of shoes, including Air Jordan 1 Mid and Jordan Flight 45 High Top
pairs of shoes, the color black tone-based aspects, the use of different materials mosaic showing the way the texture changes. It is
reported that this series is now in Sneaker Politics and other designated shops for sale, conditional friends can look carefully.
thought for a long time, looking forward to a long time, X Reebok STAYREAL dream of taking off joint shoe finally published. From
the beginning of October will continue to release relevant joint message STAYREAL x Reebok pump fury shoes after 20 years of
tempering, the shoe type appearance to now seems still avant-garde Reebok pump fury shoes to celebrate 20 years still sit tight in
the top fashions popular leader status, and popular brand STAYREAL launched a strong joint shoes! This JUKSY collection of many
popular, wear a celebrity to wear x Reebok STAYREAL fantasy shoes, so that everyone as a reference to wear, you may wish to
continue to look at. 
/>
< p > this year marks is air jordan 4 was the 23rd anniversary, to commemorate this has far-reaching significance of the year this
year Jordan Brand engraved many air jordans 4 classic color, before also we introduced several has launched a complex version of
the air jordan 4, including "Varsity Red", "military blue", "ultraviolet" color, etc., and again today we offer the upcoming "bred" ruddy
color, this color successively in 1999 and 2008 released engraved version. Upcoming 2012 complex engraving and 2008 engraved
version is similar, are in the same using black tones, also with red and white as the ornament, mesh shoe body not only reduce the
weight of its own, also greatly increases the comfort, heel imprinted with classic logo "trapeze" Jumpman. This Air Jordan 4 "Bred"
red color will be listed in the USA in November 30th, interested friends do not miss yo. Source: 
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